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ABSTRACT

An experimental prototype auger picking head was field tested to determine its feasibility as a harvest method for fresh market oranges. Picking time, entries per tree, catching efficiency, percent removal, harvest rate, and fruit damage were determined in early, midseason, and ‘Valencia’ oranges. Fruit removal ranged from 60 to 85% depending on fruit location on the tree. Picking time varied from 7 to 13 minutes per tree and was dependent on tree surface area.

INTRODUCTION

Florida harvested an average of 88 million boxes of oranges annually (2) during the past 10 years. Inertia shakers, air harvesters, and other mass removal equipment show promise for harvesting 40% of this fruit (early and midseason) for processing outlets. The remaining oranges, 15 million boxes for fresh market and 35 million boxes of ‘Valencia’ oranges (which has the young fruit for next year’s crop on the tree at harvest time), must be handpicked. Research on an auger picking head has been aimed toward a harvest system for ‘Valencia’ oranges and for harvesting fruit destined for fresh market.

Coppock (1) began an investigation of the auger concept in 1960, and further developments were made by Lenker (3) during 1963-68. Lenker tested augers of different diameters and shapes to obtain an optimum auger design, then determined the best auger spacing and arrangement using a 16-auger picking bank. Finally, a 5’ x 5’ prototype auger bank having 80 augers was constructed for field testing. His preliminary tests indicated that the auger bank could harvest mature fruit with little damage or excessive removal of young fruit on ‘Valencia’ trees.

The objective of this study was to further test the 80-auger bank picking head to obtain information on its performance in harvesting oranges for “fresh fruit.”

This harvest concept has not been fully developed, therefore, the number of replications in these tests were limited. However, the accuracy was considered sufficient for drawing conclusions on the potential of the harvest concept.

EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

The 80-auger picking head and truck-mounted positioner designed and constructed by Lenker (3) during 1967-68 were used for this study (Figures 1 and 2).

The positioner had a vertical travel of 21 feet and could extend outward to a maximum length of 16 feet and collapse to less than 2 feet for transport. It rotates through an angle of 30 to 150° with the direction of travel enabling the auger bank to be extended into the tree approximately perpendicular to the tree surface.

The 5’ x 5’ picking head has 80 augers spaced 7 1/4 inches center to center in a triangular arrangement. The double-flight augers have a pitch of 2-3/4 inches with a major flight diameter of 5-1/2 inches and a minor flight diameter of...
was excluded. The trees were picked from 2 sides with 3 picking positions per side at 45, 90, and 135° from forward travel of the truck. The augers were rotated at approximately 275 rpm in a counterclockwise direction (looking at the front of the auger bank) as the picking head was extended and retracted approximately perpendicular to the tree surface. The number of machine movements (enter, lower, raise, and rotate) per tree, fruit caught in the bag, fruit dropped on the ground, fruit left on the tree, and total yield were recorded. Fruit from the ground up to 4-1/2 feet were handpicked since the picking head could not be lowered below this height. Fruit samples were taken to determine the effect of auger harvest on fruit decay. ‘Valencia’ orange trees were picked at 3 dates approximately 2 weeks apart to determine the influence of date of harvest on harvest performance. Three trees similar in appearance (one check for fruit quality and 2 auger harvest) were grouped together for each of the 2 replications. Auger harvested and check trees were randomly selected.

Three ‘Valencia’ trees sprayed with an abscission chemical were picked and data compared with that from paired check trees.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The influence of tree size, shape, and distribution of fruit on the tree dominated the effect of fruit variety and date of harvest on picking performance. Table 1 gives average results by variety. Data from all fruit varieties were used to correlate the relationship in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The least squares method was used to correlate the linear relationship of the equations given in each figure. The percent variation caused by the independent variable is indicated by $r^2$. Picking time per tree (Figure 3) increased with the number of entries per tree as was expected. Trees with greater surface area (Figure 4) increased the entries required per tree and therefore increased picking time. High apparent fruit density resulted in higher picking rates (Figure 5) and points out the importance of high-yielding trees for auger harvest and other related harvest systems.

Most of the fruit that entered the auger bank was picked and conveyed to the picking bag. Fruit on limbs that were partly in the bank (fruit hanging out of the side of the bank) were lost to the ground. Trees with a high per-
cent of inside fruit and those with fruit concentrated in the top of the tree where the augers could not penetrate caused a low percent removal. The highest average fruit removal (89.8%) was obtained in trees ('Pineapple orange') with high yields and a large percent of the fruit located on the outer canopy of the tree. This also resulted in higher picking rates and catching efficiency.

The average picking rate for all tests was 21.6 boxes/hour in trees yielding an average of 5 boxes. An average of 75.6% of the fruit was removed, and 66.8% of this fruit was caught in the holding bag. Trees had an average of 706 square feet of surface area and required 31.7 entries per tree and 10.6 minutes to pick. An average of 2.45 machine movements were required per entry into the tree. A machine to man ratio (machine picking rate to handpicking rate) was obtained by assuming that one man would operate the auger picking head and that an adequate fruit handling system was available. A handpicking rate of 7.0 boxes of fruit per hour was used (4). The machine to man ratio ranged from 2.1:1 in low-yielding trees to 4.6:1 in highly productive trees with a high percent fruit removal.

Fruit from trees sprayed with chemical loosener had an average reduction in pull force from 24.1 to 16.7 pounds per fruit. The performance of the auger picking head in chemically sprayed trees is given in Table 2. Percent fruit removal of the abscission sprayed trees increased from 75.1 to 81.6% over the check trees; however, the catching efficiency was reduced from
66.3 to 59.4%. Leaf drop on the chemical-treated trees enabled the operator to see the fruit and more effectively place the picking head into the tree. The looser fruit tended to be shaken off the limbs before they were augered into the bank. The reduced picking time per tree (9.4 to 9.0 minutes) was a result of increased operator efficiency (since he could see the fruit) and the reduction in time required to remove the fruit from the chemical-treated limbs.

Tree damage by the auger head varied with grove conditions. Generally, the observed damage was low and probably acceptable in most groves; however, small branches were sometimes removed by the augers in trees (especially the 'Valencia' variety) that had a flush of new growth. The branches tended to clog the auger bank, and it was necessary to remove them after picking each tree.

Trees which had been hedged and had large stubby limbs presented harvest problems. The stubs tore the augers and caused the auger bank to be caught in the tree and in some cases auger shafts were bent.

Decay of fruit stored unwashed at 70°F for 2 weeks was used to indicate fruit damage while picking. Decay values for fruit handpicked caught in the bag, and that which fell to the ground for 'Hamlin,' 'Pineapple,' and 'Valencia' oranges is given in Figure 6. Decay was greater for auger-picked fruit than for handpicked however, it was acceptable for the fresh market. Note the increased decay of fruit that fell on the ground.

**Table 2.** Effect of chemical on auger harvest performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Chemical</th>
<th>Check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Picking time (min/tree)</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent removal</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entries (no./tree)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine movements (no./tree)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catching efficiency (% \times 100)</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total yield (boxes/tree)</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pull force reduced from an average of 24.1 to 16.7 pounds per fruit.

D = Number of fruit caught in the bag.
P = Total number of fruit picked.

**Summary and Conclusions**

An auger picking head harvested an average of 21.6 boxes of oranges per hour with 76.6% fruit removal. An average of 89.8% fruit removal was achieved in high-yielding unhedged trees with a high percentage of fruit located on the outer canopy. Fruit damage was almost as low as that for handpicked fruit. The augers did little damage to the tree and picked most of the mature fruit that entered the bank while removing only a few of the young green fruit.

Relationships were developed which correlated the surface area of the tree with picking.
time and entries per tree, apparent fruit density with picking rate, and picking time with entries per tree.

In selected grove conditions, the auger-harvest concept shows promise for development into a fresh market orange harvester. Further machine development is needed to increase auger life and decrease picking time per tree.
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